A Delone set in R d is a subset D that is separated and relatively dense in a uniform way. This means that there exist positive real numbers ρ, ̺ such that d(x, y) ≥ ρ for all x = y in D, and for all z ∈ R d there is x ∈ D satisfying d(x, z) ≤ ̺. Such a set is said to be repetitive if there is a function R : N → N so that for every pair of balls B r , B R of radius r and R = R(r), respectively, we have that B R ∩ D contains a translated copy of B r ∩ D.
more tricky), and finally to ensure unique ergodicity (this is the most technical issue). To do this, we develop discrete analogues of the arguments of [3] that are of independent interest, thus giving a proof of the main result of [3] that is completely combinatorial (i.e. without passing to continuous models and/or approximating them by discrete ones). In this view, computations involving Jacobians become elementary counting arguments, whereas area estimates become density bounds for certain sets. An important advantage of this approach is that it allows giving explicit estimates (and not only existencial results) all along the proof. In particular, a careful reading of the text reveals a quite striking fact: given any function R ′ growing faster than linearly, there is a repetitive, non-rectifiable Delone set for which the repetitiveness function R satisfies R(r k ) ≤ R ′ (r k ) along an infinite sequence of radii r k → ∞. This is in contrast to the aforementioned result of [2] , according to which we cannot have R(r) r for a nonrectifiable, repetitive Delone set. Actually, in our examples, linear repetitiveness clearly arises as an obstruction for a Delone set to be non-rectifiable. Indeed, along the construction, we need to perform modifications that ensure non-rectifiability but that, after rescaling, become negigleable in density; however, in case of linear repetitiveness, the density of points where these modifications have been performed persists under scale changes.
The method of construction is still flexible in many ways. In order to illustrate this, recall that by a standard application of the ergodic decomposition, the set of invariant probability measures of an R d -action is a Choquet simplex (that is, a compact, convex, metrizable subset of a locally-convex real vector space such that every point therein is the mean with respect to a unique probability measure supported on its subset of extreme points). In the last paragraph of this paper, we show (the d = 2 case of) the next extension of our main result.
Main Theorem (extended). For each d ≥ 2 and any Choquet simplex K, there exists a subset of Z
d that is a repetitive, non-rectifiable Delone set for which the R d -action on the closure of its orbit has a set of invariant probability measures isomorphic to K.
I. Non-expansiveness implies discrete almost differentiability. As usual, for a real number A, we denote its integer part by [ There is a little technical problem that arises when considering maps defined on strict subsets of either Z 2 or R M,N . To overcome this, we introduce a general construction. Namely, given either a Delone set D ⊂ Z 2 or a subset D ⊂ R M,N satisfying the 2Z-property in each case, for every function f : D → Z 2 we define its extensionf to either Z 2 or R M,N taking values in
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward and we leave it to the reader.
The key point of the construction is given by the next 
provided
Proof. We will deal withf instead of f . Accordingly, we denoteL := 6L. Notice that in case x k i,j + (M/P, 0) does not belong to D, we still have
where the last inequality holds provided
which is always the case for M ≥ max i 1 ,j * , . . . , x kr ir,j * , respectively, satisfying the reverse inequality to (3) and such that all the indices k s have the same parity and are ≤ 2N − 1.
where the second term above stands as an upper bound for the total sum of the (non normalized) projections over v f M,N of the images underf of the segments remaining after considering the segments between x ks i ks ,j * and x ks+1 i 1+ks ,j * = x ks i ks ,j * +(M, 0). Therefore, the total expression is smaller than
Thus we get
we obtain
The bi-Lipschitz condition of f then yields
However, one easily checks that given M, this is impossible for
This finishes the proof for M ≥ M 0 :=
In analogy to the terminology introduced in [3] , a square S P k * satisfying the conclusion of the preceding lemma (i.e. condition (3)) will be said to be (L, M, N, τ, f )-regular. 
Proof. Again, we denoteL := 6L. Given x k * i,j ∈ S k * , let us writê
for certain reals α 
On the other hand, as M ≥ M 0 , we may use (4), thus obtaining
Similarly, using (1), (6) and the previous estimate, we obtain
As a consequence,
where the last inequality holds for τ :=
Below we put together the two preceding lemmas into a single statement. 
Then there is a subset
II. Almost differentiability force densities to be close. Let f : D → Z 2 be an L-biLipschitz map defined on a Delone set D ⊂ Z 2 satisfying the 2Z-property. Fix an integer P ≥ 1, and let S be a square of the form S P k ⊂ R M,N , where M is a multiple of P . We let γ * be the curve obtained by connecting (using line segments) points inf (∂S) comming from consecutive points in ∂S. The curve γ * is closed though not necessarily simple. However, it contains the simple curve γ = γ S obtained by "deleting loops". (Notice that the bi-Lipschitz property off easily implies that each loop has length at most 2L 3 M/P , so that the length of γ is at least 2M/L ≥ 8L 3 whenever P ≥ 4L 4 .) We denote by int(γ) (resp. ext(γ)) the closed, bounded (resp. unbounded) region of the plane determined by γ.
We letŜ
This corresponds to the set of all points with integers coordinates in the region (square) bounded by the points of S P k , except for those in the upper side and the right side of the square. We call such a subset the lower-left corner of the corresponding square.
Given ε > −1, we let (1 + ε)Ŝ be the set of all points with integer coordinates lying in the square having the same center as S though side of length (1 + ε)M. We also denote by S 1 the unit square in R 2 , as well as (1 + ε)S 1 the corresponding homothetic copy.
Lemma 5. Given L ≥ 1 and ε > 0, there exists P 0 such that the following holds:
This lemma can be easily shown by contradiction just by renormalising and passing to the limit (along a subsequence) using a variation of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Indeed, such an argument provides a limit homeomorphism F from the unit square S 1 as well as: -In case (i), a point in the exterior of (1 + ε)S 1 which is mapped by F inside F (S 1 ); -In case (ii), a point in (1 − ε)S 1 which is mapped by F into a point outside F (S 1 ). In each case, this is certainly impossible, since F is an homeomorphism.
Despite this simple argument, it is better to give a slightly more involved proof that yields a quantitative estimate for P 0 in terms of L and ε.
Proof of Lemma 5. We claim that the lemma holds for
For (i), let x ∈ Z 2 \Ŝ be a point that is mapped byf inside int(γ) and lies at a maximal distance ofŜ among these points. (Notice that points close to infinite are mapped into points close to infinite due to the bi-Lipschitz condition onf ). We claim that dist(f (x), γ) ≤L. Otherwise, the closed ball of centerf (x) and radiusL would be contained in int(γ). This ball contains the image underf of the points x − (1, 0), x + (1, 0), x − (0, 1), x + (0, 1). However, among these points, at least one lies at distance ofŜ strictly larger than that of x, which contradicts the choice of x. Now, it is obvious from the construction that every point in γ lies at distance ≤LM/P from some point of the formf (y), where y ∈ ∂S. Therefore,
where the last inequality holds provided P ≥ P 0 . The proof of (ii) proceeds analogously dealing with f −1 instead of f .
Remark 6.
It is an open problem whether every bi-Lipschitz map defined on a Delone subset of the plane can be extended into a bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism of the whole plane (see [1, Question 4.14.
(ii)]). Certainly, having an affirmative answer for (a quantitative version of) this question would yield another proof of the preceding lemma. The estimates given above are, however, enough for our purposes.
The next elementary lemma will be needed when comparing cardinalities of points enclosed by curves that are almost translated copies one of each other. , then
Proof. Let x 1 , . . . , x k be points in γ such that every x ∈ γ has distance ≤ T to at least one of the points x i . Notice that we can take such a k ∈ N satisfying
Thus,
which finishes the proof.
We can now state and prove the main argument involving local densities of points of D via comparison along the images.
there exist a positive ε < 1 and integers P 1 , M 1 such that the following holds: Let D be a Delone set satisfying the 2Z-property, and let (5) , and denote
Proof. We will show that the claim holds for all ε <
, M 1 ≥ max{2L, 1/ε} and P 1 = P 0 , where P 0 is given by Lemma 5. To do this, we will suppose that |Ŝ ∩ D| ≥ dM 2 and |Ŝ ′ ∩ D| ≤ d ′ M 2 , the other case being analogous.
We proceed by contradiction. Assuming that f is L-bi-Lipschitz, we use Lemma 5. By (ii),
Now, by (5), points of int(γ) must lie after translation by
in int(γ ′ ) except perhaps for those which are moved into points that are εM-close to the border of γ ′ . We claim that we may apply the preceding lemma to conclude that the number of the latter points is at most 25εMlength(γ ′ ) ≤ 100εLM 2 . Indeed, the choices of P and M yield length(γ ′ ) ≥ 2M/L > 4 and εM ≤ 1/4 ≤ length(γ ′ )/4, thus fulfilling the hypothesis of the Lemma. The preceding estimates force
However, this is impossible due to the choice of ε.
We next put together Propositions 4 and 8 into a single one. 
Roughly, the preceding Proposition says that if a Delone set D with the 2Z-property maps onto Z 2 by an L-bi-Lipschitz map f , then variations of the local density of D force the Lipschitz constant of f to increase when passing from a certain scale to a smaller one. By inductive application of this argument, we will contradict the Lipschitz condition of f for appropriately constructed Delone sets.
III. Construction of the non-rectifiable, repetitive Delone set. We start by introducing a general recipe for constructing repetitive Delone subsets of Z 2 .
Let (F n ) n≥1 be a sequence of finite subsets of Z 2 satisfying the following properties:
(F3) For every n ≥ 1, the set F n+1 is a disjoint union of translated copies of F n .
The last condition yields a finite subset Γ n ⊂ F n+1 such that
Assume that for each n ≥ 1, there exist k n ≥ 1 and a family of patches P n,1 , . . . , P n,kn in {0, 1}
Fn such that:
By properties (F1), (F2) and (F4) above, the intersection
consists of a single point, which can be viewed as a subset D of Z 2 .
Lemma 10. The set D is a repetitive Delone set.
Proof. Fix r > 0. Since D is a subset of Z 2 , only finitely many patches Q 1 , . . . , Q m of radius r appear (up to translation) in D. Let n ≥ 1 be such that the restriction of D to F n (i.e. P n,0 ) contains (translated copies of) all of the patches Q 1 , . . . , Q m . Property (F5) above ensures that for a large-enough R > 0, every ball of radius R in D cointains a translated copy of the patch P n,0 , hence a copy of each patch Q 1 , . . . , Q m . Thus, every ball of radius r appears in each ball of radius R.
In order to implement the strategy above, we need to specify our building blocks (i.e. the patches along the construction). These will be constructed starting from two data, namely:
• A constant L ≥ 1 (which will play the role of the Lipschitz constant to discard);
• Two square patches Q 1 , Q 2 that have equal even length-side but contain different number of points. We let d i be the density of points in the lower-left corner of Q i , the notation being such that d 2 > d 1 . We also assume that both patches contain all boundary points and satisfy the 2Z-property when placed centered at the origin.
Given these data, fix d
Let 2M be the side-length of the patches Q • Fix an odd positive integer m so that 2mP * M ≥ M * , and form a square (centered at the origin) of (mP * ) 2 copies of Q 1 matching left sides to right sides and lower sides to upper sides.
• Next, match to the right a square block consisting of (mP * ) 2 copies of Q 2 . After this, match to the right a square block consisting of (mP * ) 2 copies of Q 1 . Proceed similarly up to having matched N blocks made of pieces Q 1 and Q 2 in an alternate way, where the integer N ≥ N * is to be fixed below.
• Proceed similarly to the left of the centered-at-the-origin block made of pieces Q 1 . In this way, we form a rectangle of sides 2mP * M(2N + 1) and 2mP * M, filled by alternate blocks of copies of Q 1 and Q 2 .
• To complete Q 1 1 , fill up the whole square of side 2mP * M(2N + 1) centered at the origin by matching copies of Q 1 at all places, except for those in the lower rectangle of sides 2mP * M(2N + 1) and 2mP * M, where we match the rectangle constructed above. (We emphasize that all matchings are made as above, that is, by identifying left to right sides, and lower to upper sides).
• Finally, to construct Q 1 2 , proceed similarly as for Q 1 1 switching the roles of Q 1 and Q 2 .
• The integer N is taken ≥ N * and such that the density of points in the lower-left corner of
. Roughly, such a choice asks for N ≥ N * being at least of order max Next, we repeat the procedure, but starting with the patches Q Proof. We call expansion of points x, y under a map f the expression By the construction, the preceding argument yields that the expansion above is no more than
times the expansion of the end-points of the lower side of a certain square Q ℓ−2 j ′ . Continuing this way, in ℓ steps, we get two pairs of points such that the expansion for one pair is at least (1 + λ) ℓ times that of the other pair. Now, as f is L-bi-Lipschitz, both expansions are ≤ L and ≥ 1/L. This is in contradiction to (7).
It is now easy to construct a non-rectifiable, repetitive Delone set. Indeed, let (L n ) be a sequence of numbers ≥ 1 going to infinite. Start with the square patches Q 1,1 and Q 1,2 illustrated below:
Figure 2: the initial patches Q 1,1 and Q 1,2 .
Next, proceed inductively: assuming we are given the patches Q n,1 =: Q 1 and Q n,2 =: Q 2 , we let Q n+1,1 := Q new 1 and Q n+1,2 := Q new 2 , where we have implemented the preceding procedure to obtain new patches for the constant L n . This construction fits into that of Lemma 10, except for that the patches P n,1 , P n,2 that are involved do not correspond to Q n,1 , Q n,2 , respectively, but to the lower-left corners of these. (This is due to that the matchings above were made by identifying left to right sides, and lower to upper sides.) Hence, we have a repetitive Delone set D containing copies of Q n,1 and Q n,2 , for each n ≥ 1. By Proposition 11, D cannot be L n -bi-Lipschitz equivalent to Z 2 for any n ≥ 1. Since L n → ∞, it is not bi-Lipschitz equivalent to Z 2 .
Remark 12. Clearly, D shares the properties of being repetitive and non-rectifiable with all points in the closure of its orbit under the translation action.
IV. Combining patches to get unique ergodicity. As we already mentioned, for a repetitive Delone set, unique ergodicity is equivalent to that all patches appearing in the tiling have a well-defined asymptotic density: see [13] . In the schema of Lemma 10, this easily reduces to that the proportion of occurrences of each patch P m,i inside P n,j converges as n → ∞ to a limit (independently of j). In order to guarantee this condition, we will need to crucially modify the preceding construction. This can be done with a certain flexibility, but for the sake of concreteness, we will ask for all asymptotic densities of the patches P m,i to be equal to 1/2 (as before, we will use only two types of patches at each step). In particular, as we will start with the same (lower-left corners of the) patches illustrated in Figure 2 , the density of points in the Delone set will be equal to
We begin by introducing the transition matrices
stands for the density in which the patch P n,i appears in P n+1,j , with i, j in {1, 2}. If we let
is the density in which the patch P m,i appears in P n,j . In particular, if d i is the density of points in the starting patch P 1,i , where i ∈ {1, 2}, then the density of points in P n,i equals
To simplify, we will only work with transition matrices of the form
To deal with these matrices, we will strongly use the identity
This shows, in particular, that for α, β between 0 and 1/2, the · ∞ distance between
is less than or equal to 2β times the · ∞ distance between 1/2 + α 1/2 − α 1/2 − α 1/2 + α and 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 .
As before, we start the construction with the (lower-left corners of the) patches illustrated in Figure 2 . Next, we proceed by construction: assuming that we have constructed the patches Q n,1 =: Q 1 and Q n,2 =: Q 2 , we let Q 
By construction, this procedure consists of a certain number ℓ = ℓ n of intermediate steps along which all transition matrices are of the form (8) . In particular, by the previous discussion, we did not lose any amount of closeness to the desired limit matrix 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 along this construction. Next, to construct Q n+1,1 and Q n+1,2 , we mix (and match) together
appropriately, as shown in Figure 3 : Letting P n+1,i be the lower-left corner of Q n+1,i , with i ∈ {1, 2}, we have that the density of P ′ n+1,1 inside P n+1,1 (resp. P n+1,2 ) equals 5/9 = 1/2 + 1/18 (resp. 4/9 = 1/2 − 1/18). Similarly, the density of P ′ n+1,2 inside P n+1,1 (resp. P n+1,2 ) equals 4/9 = 1/2 − 1/18 (resp. 5/9 = 1/2 + 1/18).
By the construction, the transition matrix from the patch P n,i (hence of any P m,i , with m ≤ n) to each P n+1,j is of the form (8) . In particular, we have d n,2 > d n,1 for all n. Moreover, due to (9), the · ∞ distance between any transition matrix M m→n+1 and 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 is less than or equal to 1 9 times the · ∞ distance between the transition matrix M m→n and 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
. Letting n go to infinite, this yields the desired convergence.
V. Prescribing the (shape of the) set of invariant probability measures. There are many ways to realize arbitrary Choquet simplices, one of which is given by the next lemma. For the statement, given positive integers k, q, we let △(k, q) be the convex hull of the set of vectors
, . . . ,
, where {e 1 , . . . , e k } stands for the canonical orthonormal basis of R k .
Lemma 13. Let K be a Choquet simplex, let (q n ) be an increasing sequence of positive integers such that each q n divides q n+1 , and let (r n ) be a sequence of positive integers satisfying r n √ q n < √ q n+1 . Then there exists a sequence (A n ) of k n × k n+1 matrices with positive integer entries such that, passing to a subsequence of (q n ) if necessary (as well as to the corresponding subsequence of (r n )), we have:
(K2) k n ≥ 3, for all n;
(K7) K is affine homeomorphic to the inverse limit
Proof. By [6, Lemmas 9 and 13], there exists a sequence (B ℓ ) of k ℓ × k ℓ+1 matrices with positive integer entries such that k ℓ ≥ 2 for all ℓ and verifying (K4), (K7) and
Next, notice that since all matrix entries are ≥ 1, using (K3) we easily obtain by induction that for every m > m
Let ℓ 1 := 1, and given ℓ n , define ℓ n+1 so that q ℓ n+1 > (1 + q ℓn+1 ) 2 r 2 ℓn . Then, the matrices A n := B ℓn · · · B ℓ n+1 −1 satisfy (K4), (K7), and
Finally, defining A n as the (k ℓn + 1) × (k ℓ n+1 + 1) matrix with columns
, where 2 ≤ k ≤ k ℓn , we have that all properties (K2), (K3), (K4), (K5) and (K6) are satisfied with respect to the subsequences (q ℓn ), (r ℓn ). By [6, Lemmas 1 and 2], property (K7) is also satisfied. Finally, property (K1) follows from [6, Lemma 9] and the proof of [6, Lemma 13] (this is independent on the choice of (q n )).
In all what follows, we will assume that K is not reduced to a singleton. In other words, we will search for the construction of a non uniquely ergodic translation action over the orbit of a non-rectifiable Delone set, the uniquely ergodic case having been settled in the previous section. 
Proof. Since K has at least two extreme points, there exist ( 
Suppose for a contradiction that there exists a subsequence (α n ℓ ) converging to zero. Then for
which contradicts the fact that u m,i = v m,i .
Let K be a Choquet simplex not reduced to a singleton, and let (p n ) be a sequence of positive integers such that p 1 = max{4, d} for K d-dimensional, p 1 = 4 for K infinite dimensional, and such that for every n ≥ 1, one has p n+1 = 2(l n + 1)p n for an integer l n ≥ 1. Let (A n ) be a sequence of k n × k n+1 matrices with positive integer entries verifying the properties of Lemma 13 with respect to q n := p
, be as in Lemma 14, where n ≥ m ′ . Observe that we can (and we will) assume that m = 1 and that both j n+1 , j ′ n+1 are ≥ 2 (the last assumption because the first two columns of each matrix A n are equal). Let (r n ) be a sequence of positive integers such that r n p n < p n+1 , for all n.
We set
, and for n ≥ 1, we let
Figure 4: the patches P 1,k for p 1 = 6, k 1 ≥ 3 and i 0 = 3.
We next proceed to define patches P 2,1 , . . . , P 2,k 2 in {0, 1} F 2 satisfying:
(that is, the upper-right corner of each P 2,j is a copy of P 1,1 );
In order to check that it is possible to obtain k 2 different patches satisfying these three properties, just observe that the number of different ways to define a single patch P 2,k satisfying all of them equals
Now, suppose that for n ≥ 2, we have defined a collection P n,1 , . . . , P n,kn of different patches in {0, 1}
Fn . We will next proceed to define k n+1 different patches P n+1,1 , . . . ,
, the following properties are satisfied (see Figure  5 ):
rn is even,
is odd;
(P3) P n+1,k ∩ (F n + vp n ) belongs to {P n,1 , . . . , P n,kn }, for every v ∈ [[−l n − 1,
(P4) The number of v ∈ [[−l n − 1, l n ]] 2 such that P n+1,k ∩ (F n + vp n ) = P n,i equals A n (i, k). Figure 5: bluiding the patches P n+1,k : the white part must be filled according to the rules (P3) and (P4), and the dashed lines stand for that we do not overlap patches as in the previous sections.
Notice that (P1) and (P2) completely determine how to fill p n+1 pn r n +1 translated copies of F n . We thus need to fill, in different ways, the remaining (free)
r n − 1 translated copies of F n in a way that (P4) is satisfied. To do this, notice that if p n+1 is sufficiently large, namely
then Next, let µ be an invariant probability measure for the translation action of Z 2 on X. We claim that the vectors of the µ-measures, namely µ n := µ (C n,1 ) , . . . , µ(C n,kn ) , satisfy µ T n = A n (µ T n+1 ), for every n ≥ 1. Indeed, we have
A n (i, k) · µ(C n+1,k ), which shows our claim.
We can thus consider the sequence (µ n ) as a point in the inverse limit lim ←n (△(k n , p 2 n ), A n ). Notice that the function µ → (µ n ) from the set of invariant probability measures into the space lim ←n (△(k n , p 2 n ), A n ) is affine. We claim that it is a bijection. Indeed, on the one hand, given (u n ) in lim ←n (△(k n , p 2 n ), A n ), we may produce a probability measure µ on X by letting µ(C n,k + v) = u n (k), for every k ∈ [[1, k n ]] and all v ∈ F n . It is the not hard to check that µ is invariant under the translation action (see [5, Lemma 5] ), thus showing the surjectivity of the map. On the other hand, to check that it is injective, consider the set This set contains all points of X (if any) that are not separated by the partitions (U n ). Indeed, if D, D ′ are two such points, then for each n ≥ 1 they belong to the same atom C n,in + v n in U n . If D, D ′ are different, then there is w ∈ Z 2 contained only in one of them. Thus, D + w and D + w ′ differ at the origin, and therefore C n,in + v n + w cannot be an atom of U n . This implies that v n + w / ∈ F n , that is v n ∈ F n \ F n − w, which shows our claim. Using the fact that (F n ) is a Følner sequence, one can easily check that µ(X * ) = 0 for every invariant probability measure µ. Indeed, for all n ≥ 1 and all fixed w ∈ Z 2 ,
where the last equality follows from that U n is a partition of X. Thus, any given clopen set C can be written as the union C 1 ∪ C 2 , where C 1 is a (countable) union of atoms of (U n ) and
To conclude, we write p n+1 = 2p n (n!p n ) and we refer to Proposition 9 identifying n!p n with M (which is a multiple of P * p n for any prescribed P * provided n is large enough) and p n with N. Then, an application of Proposition 9 along the lines of the proof of Lemma 11 allows showing that D is not L-bi-Lipschitz equivalent to Z 2 for any prescribed L, hence non rectifiable.
